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Abstract 
Modern tall buildings have efficient structural systems, and utilize high-strength materials, resulting in 
reduced building height, and thus, become more slender and flexible with low damping. These flexible 
buildings are very sensitive to wind excitation and earthquake load causing discomfort to the building 
occupants. Therefore, in order to mitigate such an excitation and to improve the performance of tall 
buildings against wind loads and earthquake loads, many researches and studies have been performed. 
Early integration of aerodynamic shaping, wind engineering considerations, and structural system 
selections play a major role in the architectural design of a tall building in order to mitigate the building 
response to the wind excitations. A tall building, whose shape is unsuitable, often requires a great deal 
of steel or a special damping mechanism to reduce its dynamic displacement within the limits of the 
criterion level for the design wind speed. Understandably, an appropriate choice of building shape and 
architectural modifications are also extremely important and effective design approaches to reduce 
wind and earthquake induced motion by altering the flow pattern around the building, hence for this 
research work four different shaped buildings are generally studied namely circular, rectangular, square 
and triangular. To achieve these purposes, firstly, a literature survey, which includes the definition, 
design parameters, and lateral load considerations of tall buildings, is presented. Then the results are 
interpreted for different shaped buildings and of different stories thereby concluding as to which shaped 
high rise building is most stable for different conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
Basic to the engineering process is the objective to develop, design and construct a to fulfill a 
given set of performance requirements. Some of the objective criteria in this multi-level 
process are entirely rational and quantitative, but others must remain non-quantifiable 
because of either their enormous analytical complexity or because they involve elements of 
taste or aesthetics.  
The fundamental aim in dealing with rational objective criteria is to find the best or optimal 
solution to the problem at hand. In a building optimization problem the, best solutions are 
those that satisfy the requirements of function and integrity for the minimum capital and 
operating costs and the maximum revenue incorne while remaining within the aesthetic 
bounds imposed by the architect.  
High-Rise buildings are an integral part of modem urban environments, and there are two 
fundamental differences between designing hem and engineering projects of a smaller scale: 
1) the consequences of design decisions are more costly; and 2) the environmental 
technology of a tall building is more complex. High-rise buildings represent enormous 
private and public investment and, most importantly, they are large consumers of resources 
in the form of labor and construction materials. Because of this enormous investment, 
research effort has long been devoted over the years to developing optimization techniques 
that reduce the consumption of resources for building projects.  
Like al1 designs, the design of a high-Rise building involves the development of the physical 
description of an artifact subject to a set of given constraints and specifications. There are 
three phases in the design of a high-Rise building; 1) conceptual, 2) preliminary, and 3) 
detailed design.
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Conceptual design deals with the identification of different 
concepts and the selection of overall best subsystems and 
their configurations. The preliminary design stage involves 
the initial development of one or a few conceptual models. 
Finally, the detailed design stage defines a complete 
solution for al1 subsystems, and results in final drawings for 
architectural, structural, electrical and mechanical systems. 
Increasing numbers of high-rise buildings are produced each 
year for commercial use. However, most design procedures 
are indirect, in that a design concept is proposed and then 
successively analyzed, evaluated, corrected and reanalyzed 
unti1 the final results fulfill the designers' demands. The 
success of such a design process depends very much on the 
initial design concept proposed and on the opinions, 
judgments and experience of the designers. As such, the 
corresponding design process is often relatively ineffective 
since the structural type and arrangement, architectural 
layout and electrical/mechanical equipment are often simply 
devised and copied from previous designs. Because great 
numbers of such edifices will be required to fulfill the 
accelerating demands of urban commerce, it is vital to 
establish comprehensive method for the design of high-Rise 
buildings. This investigation will focus in particular upon 
identifying "best concept" designs. Equally significant will 
be its focus on the development of a general approach by 
which such designs may be achieved. 
 
2. Design of highrise building 
Traditionally, the architect was the master builder with 
control over the entire design and building process. 
However, in time, industrialization and increasingly 
complex projects have required architects to abandon areas 
of activity that are better served by expert engineers. Such 
areas in building design and construction include those 
related to structural, mechanical, electrical and construction 
engineering. In addition, the services of experts in value 
engineering and finance are also often required. 
The design of a project is the result of a gradually evolving 
concept commencing from an initial scheme generated by 
the design team and the owner. Initial concepts are 
influenced by the required functionality of the project. 
Further preliminary development of concepts accounting for 
site conditions, zoning laws and finances, structural, 
mechanical and electrical systems, as well as the aesthetics 
features of the project, eventually lead to schematic 
drawings. At this stage, upon approval from civic 
authorities, more detailed design is generated. With the 
input of engineers from different disciplines, the major 
electrical, mechanical and structural subsystems are 
sufficiently detailed for each team member to have 
information regarding the others requirements and 
responsibilities, thereby enabling everyone to finalize their 
respective subsystem. This detailed stage is coordinated by 
periodic meeting among the different disciplines of the 
design team and involves significant communication of 
drawings and documents. 
Performed automated space planning using a computer-
based system called HeGel, in which the heuristic 
generation of floor plan layouts is based on a formal mode1 
of the architectural design process. Given an outline, HeGel 
generates alternative locations for design units, Say a 
furniture set, while accounting for constraints like direct 
access, natural light, privacy, etc. 

Presented a conceptual structural design system that 
determines compatible structural and architectural 
configurations that provide the bais for subsequent analysis 
and optimization to find 'best' solutions. 
Developed a system to create and analyze the building 
envelope. The system helps designers to consider a large 
number of alternative material and construction systems. 
Generation of feasible alternatives is performed as a 
constraint based search problem, for which components of 
the building envelop must satisfy performance requirements. 
Selection and ranking of the alternatives is done after 
evaluation involving an array of performance criteria as well 
as priorities supplied by the designer. 
Developed a system called Conceptual, an expert system for 
structural design with emphasize on the conceptual stage of 
design. The system places emphasis on establishing cost 
estimates for different building alternatives. The selection of 
the structural type is made from a predefined database of 
components. The rationale behind the development of the 
system is based on the argument that designers base their 
decisions mostly on experience and intuition. As such, the 
automated knowledge-based expert system is based on a 
mode1 of the process by which a human expert arrives at a 
conceptual design for a building. 
Developed a computerized approach to conceptual design in 
which methods of algorithmic generation of alternatives and 
manual construction of layouts by means of a graphical 
interface are used to solve space allocation problems. 
Presented HI-RISE, an expert system for the preliminary 
structural design of high-rise buildings which serves as a 
designer's assistant by generating feasible alternative load 
carrying systems. HI-RISE utilizes both a mieand kame-
based knowledge representation. Frames are used to 
represent knowledge of structural systems, subsystems and 
components in a hierarchic manner. Given a fixed three 
dimensional layout, alternative load carrying systems are 
generated by a search through the hierarchy of structural 
subsystems, using heunstic rules to eliminate infeasible 
systems. Typical design alternatives are rigid frames. Cores, 
tubes, braced flames, etc., with steel or concrete 
construction. The user can select one of the feasible 
alternatives for further detailed investigation. 
 

 
 

Fig 1: Simplified wind flow 
 
3. Seismic loads 
3.1 Design Lateral Force 
The design lateral force shall first be computed for the 
building as a whole. This design lateral force shall then be 
distributed to the various floor levels. The overall design 
seismic force thus obtained at each floor level shall then be 
distributed to individual lateral load resisting elements 
depending on the floor diaphragm action. 
Earthquake loads are applied as per IS 1893-2002 in 
earthquake x-direction, y-direction Positive x-direction, 
negative x-direction, positive y-direction and negative y- 
direction. And load combinations are considered as per IS 
1893-2002. 
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3.2 Design Seismic Base Shear 
The total design lateral force or design seismic base shear 
(Vb) along any principal direction shall be determined by 
the following expression: 
 
Vb = Ah W 
Where, 
Ah = horizontal acceleration spectrum 
W = seismic weight of all the floor 
 
Fundamental Natural Period 
The approximate fundamental natural period of vibration 
(T,), in seconds, of a moment-resisting frame building 
without brick in the panels may be estimated by the 
empirical expression: 
 
Ta=0.075 h0.75 for RC frame building  
Ta=0.085h0.75 for steel frame building Where, 
H = Height of building, in m. This excludes the basement 
storeys, where basement walls are connected with the 
ground floor deck or fitted between the building columns. 
But it includes the basement storeys, when they are not so 
connected. The approximate fundamental natural period of 
vibration (T,), in seconds, of all other buildings, including 
moment-resisting frame buildings with brick lintel panels, 
may be estimated by the empirical Expression: 
 
T=.09H/√D 

Where, 
H= Height of building 
D= Base dimension of the building at the plinth level, in m, 
along the considered direction of the lateral force. 
 
3.3 Distribution of Design Force 
Vertical Distribution of Base Shear to Different Floor Level 
The design base shear (V) shall be distributed along the 
height of the building as per the following expression: 
 
Qi=Design lateral force at floor i,  
Wi= Seismic weight of floor i, 
Hi=Height of floor i measured from base, and 
n=Number of stores in the building is the number of levels 
at which the masses are located. Distribution of Horizontal 
Design Lateral Force to Different Lateral Force Resisting 
Elements in case of buildings whose floors are capable of 
providing rigid horizontal diaphragm action, the total shear 
in any horizontal plane shall be distributed to the various 
vertical elements of lateral force resisting system, assuming 
the floors to be infinitely rigid in the horizontal plane. In 
case of building whose floor diaphragms cannot be treated 
as infinitely rigid in their own plane, the lateral shear at each 
floor shall be distributed to the vertical elements resisting 
the lateral forces, considering the in-plane flexibility of the 
diagram. 
 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Seismic zone map of India 
 

In India seismic zones are divided into four zones, i.e Zone 
– II, Zone – III, Zone – IV and Zone -V. Zone – II is low 
earthquake prone area, Zone – III is moderate zone, Zone – 

IV is high earthquake prone area and Zone – V is the highest 
earthquake intensity zone. 
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Fig 3: Behavior of building under earth quake 
 
4. Analyzing 
A software ETABS v 9.7.4 program had been used for 
modeling a multi- storey RC Buildings with different plan 
shapes and each shape has three different configurations 
(setback building, step back building and step-set back 
building. And the Analysis Result for (time period, Base 
shear, displacement, storey drifts, storey shear force, storey 
Bending moment and storey torsion) have studied and 
compared. For analysis and comparison purpose the base 

area of all the four shaped building under consideration is 
kept same i.e. 1296 m2 along with building parameters like 
properties of column and beam, the support condition, 
loading condition namely earthquake load, wind load, live 
and dead load and also the design parameters like grade of 
concrete & steel. 
 
5. Result and discussion 
Following results were obtained by comparing the different 
shapes of buildings for 15 stories under the parameters as 
mentioned above. 
 

 
 

Fig 4: Building Material properties 

 

  
 

Fig 5: Assign of wind load         Fig. 6: Earth Quake Load 
 

  
 

Fig 7(a): Story Shear along X- Direction   Fig 7(b): Story Shear along Y- Direction 
 

Fig 7: Story Shear for Circular Building 
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Fig 8(a): Story Shear along X- Direction    Fig 8(b): Story Shear along Y- Direction 
 

Fig 8: Story Shear for Rectangular Building 
 

  
 

Fig 9(a): Story Shear along X- Direction     Fig 9(b): Story Shear along Y- Direction 
 

Fig 9: Story Shear for Square Building 
 

  
 

Fig 10(a): Story Shear along X- Direction   Fig 10(b): Story Shear along Y- Direction 
 

Fig 10: Story Shear for Triangle Building 
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6. Conclusion 
 There is not a definite description for “tall building”, 

“high-rise building” and “skyscraper” in terms of 
height, or number of stories. Although the terms all 
mean the same type of building which is built extremely 
high, there is an implicit difference among them. 

 Many factors, such as aesthetics, functionality, and the 
requirements of city planning authorities, dictate the 
shape of a tall building. 

 Because of the enormous variety of the possible shapes 
in building design and their different interactions with 
the surrounding structures, it is difficult to develop 
simple general rules for the preference of shapes as a 
tool for reducing wind related problems. In this respect, 
the wind tunnel testing is usually the best way for 
determining project specific wind loads and building 
motions. 

 For 15 storied building the most stable structure is 
circular shape and triangular shape formaximum 
earthquake and maximum wind load respectively,  

 With respect to node displacement triangular shaped 
building is least stable for 15 storied building 

 In terms of maximum moment (MY) triangular Shape 
for 15 storey building are most stable respectively. 

 In terms of maximum Shear (FY) Rectangular shape for 
15 storey buildings are most stable respectively. 
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